C-G

1,500-2,000 kg Capacity
IC Cushion Tire

Small Footprint
Big Results
Big is not always best, especially where space is
limited. Take the Crown C-G Series: it's tough and
nimble while delivering the right capacity for many
jobs—with impressive maneuverability, reduced
fuel consumption and more value for your lift
truck investment.
This Crown 1,500 to 2,000 kg cushion forklift
combines comfort, control, performance and Crown's
proven support network to deliver a solution that
provides big results, even in small spaces.

Get moving with the C-G Series.

Comfort

Ergonomic features
offer greater comfort for
operators all shift long.

Control

Precise control builds
operator confidence for a
range of applications.

Performance

With a small footprint and
easy maneuverability, the
C-G Series is ready to tackle
a variety of tasks in tight
spaces.

Support

From responsive service
and parts availability
to training and fleet
management solutions that
encourage safe operation,
Crown's value extends far
beyond the lift truck.
Visit crown.com
See the C-G Series

Operator Comfort

Operator Control

The Crown C-G cushion lift truck delivers shift-long
comfort and confidence to the operator through a
spacious operator compartment, steering column
innovations and ergonomic suspension seat. In addition,
the low step height makes it easier to step on and off
the lift truck.

Comfort and control must work hand in hand. Operators
can depend on the C-G Series’ control features, including
a solid chassis, precision steering, responsive pedal
control, electronic braking and informative LED display.

Smaller Chassis
A smaller chassis enables the
C-G Series to move with ease
in narrow aisles, especially when
traveling in narrow blocked
stacked aisles.

Operator Compartment
The operator compartment is designed for optimum space, plenty of leg room for easy entry and exit as well as shift-long comfort.
Ergonomically located pedals, plus ample floorboard, overhead guard
and foot clearance, provide room to move even for taller operators.
Responsive Pedals
Ergonomic pedals allow
operators to maneuver
between accelerator and
brake and perform controlled
inching, braking and
accelerating more efficiently,
reducing operator fatigue.

Suspension Seat
The standard seat offers a range of
comfort and convenience features,
including a spring-adjustable
suspension seat bottom, an
adjustable-tilt seat back, a
standard high-visibility orange seat
belt and a large storage pouch.
Tilt and Telescoping
Steering Column
The tilt and telescoping steering
column, along with the small steering
wheel, accommodates operator reach
by tilting up or down and moving closer
or farther away from the operator. It
also allows for easy entrance and exit.

LED Display
The easy-to-read LED screen
provides operators with helpful
diagnostic and performance
settings.

Electronic Parking Brake
The electronic parking brake
enhances safety and provides
convenience to the operator.
Low Step Height
Easy entry and exit is facilitated
by a low step height and grab
handle, which contributes to
safety and ease of use in
on/off applications.

USB Ports
Two USB ports are standard.

Crown’s Proven Support Network
Crown support begins long before this lift truck leaves the factory. Our integrated approach to service
provides the best user experience to our customers—before, during and after the sale.

Safety and Training
Our comprehensive training programs for operators, supervisors, technicians—and even pedestrians—can help
support your efforts to provide a safe and productive work environment. Our Demonstrated Performance® TrainSafe
Train-the-Trainer program offered locally can provide your organisation with tools to efficiently train new operators
using your own resources. At our Regional Training Centers, DP Service Technician Training goes above and beyond
traditional classroom training, allowing participants to work on lift trucks with instructor supervision.

Heavy-Duty Cooling Package
Optional vented side panels and dual core radiator features are best for high-heat applications
to keep the powertrain from overheating, while keeping the operator cooler for better comfort
throughout the shift.
Crown's industrial dual radiator provides separate cooling for the engine and transmission,
reducing fluid temperatures to protect and extend powertrain life. The optional heavy-duty
cooling package is available for more demanding applications.

Oil-Cooled
Disc Brakes
Fully enclosed, oil-cooled disc brakes seal
out environmental contamination for
performance and longer life. Stopping is
accomplished with less pedal effort.

Industrial Performance
When you invest in Crown C-G Series lift trucks, you get both stability and agility. With its 1,500 to 2,000 kg
capacities, full-shift operator comfort, comprehensive control and industrial features, you can achieve nimble,
precise performance.

Integrity Parts and Service
Crown’s forklift maintenance and repairs keep your equipment running—regardless of brand. From time and material to
complete maintenance, our Integrity Service System offers a variety of service plans to suit your needs in the most
efficient and cost-effective way. Our well-stocked, GPS-dispatched service vans ensure your service technician arrives
with the right part at the right time.

Fleet Management
Infolink® Operator and Fleet Management puts the power of accurate, on-demand business metrics at your

fingertips. When robust data drives confident decisions, your organisation can achieve improved results in safety and
compliance, higher productivity, lower costs and optimised operations. InfoLink Data Services can help create a solid
foundation to help you achieve your goals and provide data integration and other consultative services to continue
your journey.

Get moving with the C-G Series.
Contact your local Crown dealer for a demonstration.

Visit crown.com
See the C-5 Series
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